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literary fiction

Sfumato: Dead Birds are Flying
Political dystopia. Zakharov Publishers. Moscow 2019. 189 pages
Welcome to Russia 2032. There is peace in the world. Russia, Europe, the United States
and China signed a convention ten years ago that completely ruled out a nuclear war of
aggression. Tired of the Kremlin‘s aggression, the world community reached an agreement with Russia: in exchange for its own security, the West no longer cares how the
Russian government treats its citizens under its isolated power and only occasionally
checks whether foreign policy agreements are respected. Human rights or repression
within Russia are considered to be their internal affair. Russia is fenced and the borders
are closed. America is no longer the enemy, the rhetoric has changed completely. The
taiga is almost entirely cut down, the Chinese – Russia’s ‘fraternal allies’ - have founded
productive farms on the permafrost. The whole country is divided into ‘clusters’: the
more critical you are of the regime, the further away from Moscow you are banished.
Moscow is the zero cluster and has already been cleaned of all harmful elements.
This frightening dystopia is shrewdly realistic and timely, with the author drawing on his
own knowledge and experience from today‘s prison and law enforcement system in
Russia, instead of simply staging a darkly conceived scifi reality. The hyper-real political
landscape of the novel is explicitly not post-apocalyptic, but rather develops consistently from today‘s political realities. The fact that the political dimension of this dystopia
extends beyond Russia makes it an Orwellian warning call. A radically austere style
that takes your breath away. A shocking unemotional look at a not too distant possible
future, in which there is nothing that could not already be found in today‘s Russia.

THE AUTHOR
other works
Agami – the sequel to Sfumato
Man in jail – narrative non fiction

”An evil and sad dystopia – and the saddest part is that it‘s probably true. The purity and power of its first part is in no way
inferior to Orwell‘s despair.” VIKTOR SHENDEROVICH
”Conscious of human nature, Alexei Fedyarov demonstrates his insight to the highest degree ... It is hard not to believe
his warning of the future, a future that lies ahead of the young and inexperienced as much as the old and wise. The brazen
won’t escape, nor will the fearless; neither the destitute nor the wealthy; neither the stupid, nor the clever – the planners of
our future have a solution ready for everyone.” ANNA BERSENEVA
”A successful dystopia is always a warning. It needs a very careful look at the present with a complete understanding of all
psychological, historical and social mechanisms and trends, and then you have to pick up on these trends and persuade
them convincingly. This is exactly what Fedyarov did ... This novel has frightened many readers and critics. And rightly so.
Because it was written by a man who knows this world very well, and not just by hearsay.” CARINA COCKRELL
”Fedyarov describes with astonishing exactitude the inability of our current elite to maintain the country in its current size
and configuration. From this perspective of irresponsibility, the possibility of external administration seems anything but fantastic.” ARKADI DUBNOV
”I was shaken, left reeling just like after reading Kafka.” VASILI GENERALOV
Aleksei Fedyarov was born in Chuvashia in 1976. After studying law, he worked as an investigator for the public prosecutor‘s office for
ten years. In 2007, he started his own business. In 2013, he was suddenly arrested and convicted of ‘particularly serious fraud’ – a fate
shared with many Russian entrepreneurs. He served a three-year sentence in a camp in the Urals. While still in custody, Fedyarov began
filing appeals on behalf of other prisoners. Today he is not only a human rights activist, he is now head of the legal department of the Rus
Sidyashchi Charity Fund, the only fund that helps Russian prisoners and their families. At the same time, he is the managing partner of a
law firm. Fedyarov lives in Moscow.
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historical novel

Uranium
Historical thriller. Fluid Publishers. Moscow 2019. 377 pages
1953, the year of Stalin‘s death. Soviet Estonia. A secret nuclear factory is being built at
a site with uranium ore and around it a city for specialists from Russia and for Estonian
workers. The forced laborers for the mine are housed in a GULAG camp. This secret site,
Combinat No. 7, is intended to ensure the uninterrupted supply of uranium for the Soviet
nuclear project. Stalin‘s death puts the lives and souls of the Combinat residents to the
test. The magnificent opening of the Palace of Culture is not canceled, but nobody knows
what is coming. The announced amnesty brings unrest between forced laborers and the
population. Leaked Gestapo files about the former Estonian Waffen-SS puts pressure on
partisans, who are hiding in the woods and have so far been looked after secretly by locals.
And in Moscow the power struggle is raging between the Politburo and Beria, who has so
far been able to cover up the fact that the Klooga concentration camp discovered during
the construction of the combinat was simply converted into a Soviet forced labor camp,
including a mass grave. A number of mysterious deaths in Combinat No. 7 suddenly puts
everything in a different light. The external investigator sent from Leningrad encounters
communist leaders engaging in cult and religious-orthodox occult practices, hypnosis and
manipulation, sex and violence. When almost all the local men are suspected of murder
and arrested for the time being, the investigator also becomes a victim. Everyone seems
guilty and unhappy, every crime and sin has its own motives and backstory. The murders
are brutal clues as to who is really related to whom and how. Even the killer, who calls himself Agent U-235, ends up causing pity rather than hatred – he seems above all to have
gone astray in search of himself.
In Uranium, there are neither absolutely negative nor clearly positive characters. As in real
life, each acts according to the circumstances. Without justifying or judging, the author
tries to understand and to convey this desire for understanding to the reader. Like an exciting Netflix series, the plot of this historical novel, which is also a spy thriller, is told horizontally from the different perspectives of the various characters, without a central hero. Each
character not only has his own truth, but also his own voice.

THE AUTHOR
AWARDS
2018 Silver Shallop Prize
2017 Best screenplay
for Two Women
2015 Best screenplay
for Comedians
2013 Shortlisted
for National Bestseller Award
2011 Shortlisted
for Nonconformist Award

The novel is based on the memories of residents of the closed city of Sillamäe, as well as
documentary materials and some reports cited in original from recently released CIA archives.

”Uranium is nothing less than the exciting experience of fully immersing yourself into history, its reconstruction illuminating
the mentalities of the time, but also trying to understand many of the central contradictions of that time.” LITERATURNAYA
GAZETA
”Uranium is an important and hopefully symptomatic event for modern Russian prose. The willingness to speak with understanding about the Soviet era, but without effort and without intrusive political allusions, combined with the desire not only
to cause fear, pain and discomfort to the reader, but also to make it interesting.”GALINA YUZEFOVICH

”Directors, KGB members, simple workers, engineers, intellectuals, prisoners, deportees, partisans, guards – the novel is
densely populated with characters and none of them is a cardboard cut-out.” VLADISLAV TOLSTOV
Olga Pogodina-Kuzmina was born in Siberia in a small mining town in the Kemerovo region. Her ancestors include engineers, Siberian
gold miners and the poet of the Silver Age, Mikhail Kuzmin. Pogodina-Kuzmina graduated from the St. Petersburg Theater Academy and
works successfully in various genres and fields. In addition to novels and screenplays, she also writes articles and reviews. An important
part of her work is dedicated to the theater – plays, libretti, musicals. Olga Pogodina-Kuzmina lives in St. Petersburg.

Olga Pogodina-Kuzmina
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literary fiction

Moscow Banksy
(Middle Edda)

Political thriller. AST Publishers. Moscow 2019. 347 pages
Suddenly, new graffiti appears in Moscow week after week with a clock-face in the
corner, the painted hand creeping towards 12. The grotesque works of an anonymous
graffiti artist each represent a different member of the new bureaucratic nomenklatura – each of whom dies shortly afterwards. While the graffiti artist quickly becomes
a new icon for the liberal protest movement, spin doctors close to the Kremlin are
frantically trying to reveal his identity. But the power elites are divided. Some arrest
well-known opposition street artists and hire teams of ‘censors’ who immediately
paint over any new graffiti to prevent the image being distributed via social networks.
When images of the cleaned-up graffiti are posted all over Moscow, other power
clans interpret this as a launched attack by their competitors and start a violent
search for the ringleader among city administration, oil companies and oligarchs.
Meanwhile, some representatives of the corrupt vertical power are ready to pay huge
sums for the next graffiti to show one of their opponents. A large opposition rally in
the center of Moscow turns out to be staged by those really pulling the strings in the
struggle for future power. The fact that the demo turns into a bloody battle serves as
a welcome distraction from their political intrigue: the dismissal of the government,
the flight of the speaker of parliament abroad and the long-prepared installation of
a puppet candidate as deputy spokesman, who formally becomes the second man
in the state. And the first, if something will happen to the president. Everyone in
Moscow is convinced that the twelfth graffiti will show the president. The city is paralysed when the escort with the presidential limousine stops unscheduled in the center
of Moscow. Despite the utmost security precautions, it is clear to everyone – it’s the
president next.

THE AUTHOR

”It is not us being like that, life is like that – and this novel is. The book of a generation wasting itself to a decade. Simply a
very timely novel – evil, bitter and at the same time full of hope.”
SHAMIL IDIATULLIN
”Exactly the novel about here and now that we have been missing for so long. Chamber play and global epos at the same
time; an emotional story about living people, an exciting thriller, a razor-sharp, socially critical drama.”
GALINA YUZEFOVICH
”A political crime thriller, an art anti-utopia, a Russian Dogville, a saga about the battle of the gods ... But above all a vigilant and relentless diagnosis of the generation of the Russian 2000s, painful and on time.”
ALEKSANDR GAVRILOV

Dmitri Zakharov was born in 1979 in a ‘closed’ city in Siberia near Krasnoyarsk. After completing his journalism training, he worked as a
correspondent and editor for Kommersant newspaper and headed various marketing departments in the government and the private sector. Dmitri Zakharov lives in St. Petersburg.
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NARRATIVE
NON-FICTION

narrative non-fiction

Man in Jail
Narrative non-fiction. Alpina Publishers. Moscow 2019. 269 pages
The heroes of this documentary book are convicted Russian prisoners with varying
degrees of ability to survive physically and morally under conditions of total deprivation
of liberty, constant humiliation, hunger, slave labor and separation from relatives. All
first and last names were changed. Yet these are true stories of people in camp confinement.
The author tells from his own experience about the years he spent as a prisoner, first in
a remand prison and then in the Tagil penal camp for former law enforcement officers.
The reader is immersed in a world of lawlessness in which prisoners want to survive and
the guards try to squeeze as much as possible out of them.
The book is not a protest manifesto, but a factual report. Neutral in its basic tone, in
the fates described sometimes bitter, sometimes funny, sometimes philosophical, but
always honest and touching.
The accompanying text to the book written by Olga Romanova, TV and radio journalist
and director of the NGO „Russia in Jail“, who emigrated to Germany after being threatened by the Russian authorities:
„Clever and not very honest and real criminals, rich and poor, prison authorities and
servants - none of them can leave the camp. They are all forced to learn the hard and
unwritten rules of another life. One can endure it, another cannot. Despite the lack of
references to the Bible, these stories can be considered biblical. Instructive without preaching, exciting without a crime plot or melodrama, written in the very precise language
of a person who has lived, experienced and understood all this himself.“

THE AUTHOR
other works
Sfumato
Agami – the sequel to Sfumato

”The book ... is less about prison than about Russia and the relationship between government and society.”
RADIO LIBERTY

”As you read this book, it becomes very clear that we are in danger. It‘s very easy to be fooled. And our
justice system will not disappoint us... It‘s an informative report on the inner workings of the prison system.
And it seems somewhat well known. Which adds to the effect that our quiet, sated life is approaching an
existence behind the barbed wire.”
LIVELIB
”The first book in a long time where I couldn‘t get away from reading. I cried and laughed. He writes sim-

ply and interestingly about what seems absurd, about what is sad and very scary. In some places it reminds
me of Ilf and Petrov, in others it reminds me of Victor Frankl, Bulgakov and Stephen King in The Shawshank
Redemption.”
LITRES
Aleksei Fedyarov was born in Chuvashia in 1976. After studying law, he worked as an investigator for the public prosecutor‘s office for ten
years. In 2007, he started his own business. In 2013, he was suddenly arrested and convicted of ‘particularly serious fraud’ – a fate shared
with many Russian entrepreneurs. He served a three-year sentence in a camp in the Urals. While still in custody, Fedyarov began filing appeals on behalf of other prisoners. Today he is not only a human rights activist, he is now head of the legal department of the Rus Sidyashchi Charity Fund, the only fund that helps Russian prisoners and their families. At the same time, he is the managing partner of a law firm.
Fedyarov lives in Moscow.
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God‘s Plan

Interpretation of the Truth
Spiritual. Moscow Publishers. Moscow 2016. 608 pages
Neither theology nor science can explain the message of the Bible to us completely and
without contradiction. There is no single approach to the interpretation of the Bible with
a consistent way of decipher the entire body of texts. Often contradictions and inconsistencies are simply accepted, ignored or declared to be unquestionable statements of
faith according to the motto, ‘God‘s ways are unfathomable’. But Fuflygin is not satisfied
with this. Assuming that the Bible contains a real message, he asks, ‘If God, whatever He
was, created man and provided for everything, why should He not have given him clear
instructions on the way: How to live, what to do, what to strive for?’ For the author, the
Bible is exactly this instruction.
The task that the author has set himself is a bold one: to provide a reading with which all
the mysteries of the Bible can be solved in a comprehensible way. Moreover, his attempt
to prove that the Bible formulates a consistent plan of God should not contradict the
latest scientific findings. There are no ‘blank spots’ in his interpretation of the Bible. The
author demonstrates this exemplarily in two books of the Bible - the book of Genesis
from the Old Testament and the Gospel of Matthew from the New Testament - by commenting on verse after verse and trying to explain it without contradiction, literally and
without leaving out any detail.

THE AUTHOR

Nevertheless, God‘s Plan is not limited to the target group of an academic readership, but is written as a kind of popular science commentary, in a sense an accessible
and readable translation of the Bible. The seemingly most incomprehensible things,
phenomena, events or images in the Bible, such as the Garden of Eden, the Tree of
Knowledge, the creation of Eve from Adam‘s rib, the Flood and Noah‘s Ark, the resurrection of Jesus and much more, suddenly take on a clear meaning in this reading.
For confirmed Orthodox believers the book might be a sacrilege. More open-minded
spirits, whether religious or agnostic, will be more and more astonished with every
further Bible verse. One often puts the book aside with a pounding heart and asks oneself, ‘This can‘t be true!’
Fuflygin‘s book also opens up the possibility that the religious writings of Judaism,
Christianity, but also of Islam, i.e. of the often conflicting monotheistic religions, basically
describe one single great plan of God, which in the end even seems to coincide with
the wisdom of Buddhism. In this respect the findings of this book, without it having been
the author‘s explicit intention, contribute to a reconciliation of the world religions as well
as to a reconciliation of faith and science.

Aleksandr Fuflygin was born in 1971 in Perm in the Urals, in a family of lawyers. After graduating from a special school for music, Fuflygin
nevertheless studied law. After several years as a lawyer he opened his own law firm. He is a specialist in civil and family law and also
advises other lawyers. He has also been a published author since the late 1990s, with five books published since then. Fuflygin is married
to a psychologist and has three daughters.

Aleksandr Fuflygin
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Apocalypsis3
To Mars!
The Good Man
Science fiction. Eksmo Publishers. Moscow 2019.
Maximov‘s short novels deliver science fiction in the best tradition of the Strugatski brothers. After a long predominance of purely entertaining genre literature such as fantasy,
horror or post-apocalypse, in Russia his books are seen as an original revival of philosophical science fiction. They are also timely parables exploring guilt and innocence, hell
and paradise, life and spirit, nothingness and the morality of algorithms.
As though in parallel worlds or in different dimensions, the reader is taken along two
plots lines which at first glance do not seem connected in any way. The connection only
becomes clear in the course of or towards the end of the story. This alternation between
parallel plotlines has become a trademark of Maximov.
THE AUTHOR

”Oh man, a popular video blogger is writing novels... What’s that going to be like? Well,
I’m glad to be mistaken... His books have filled my inner world with darkness... And I got
hooked on this one, soaking it up at night on my tablet screen... And every time I reach
the end, he turns the whole story upside down and everything I thought while reading...
Bravo!”
LIVELIB Reviewer

3.14m YouTube followers
100,000 downloads
of his novels per year

sample translation available
full English for 3 novels

”If there is something missing in your life, something to turn your head and shift your
perception, if you don’t want a trivial plot, but surprises, sudden turns, if you want to feel
something new while reading a book – then this is the book for you ... this is something
real, something new in modern literature. It‘s a synthesis of fiction, an attack of post-modernism and the energy of experiment.”
LIVELIB Reviewer
”The author combines all the right elements to make you want to read, together with
the real hardcore of a sick fantasy. The plot is so confusing that it makes no sense to even
speculate on how the story will end. And the hero himself turns out to be surprisingly
alive and real, that you believe him… TO MARS! is not a run-of-the-mill novel, but a
unique and living confirmation that Russian literature is quite alive.”
LIVELIB Reviewer
Max Maximov was born in Moscow in 1986. After high school, he first studied at the National University of Science and Technology MISiS,
but was expelled for non-attendance. He switched to the Moscow College for Geodesy and Cartography and worked as a surveyor for
eight years after graduating. At this time, he took up sports. He achieved a black belt in Aikido and became the winner of the Chekhov
Cup in Karate in the Kumite section. In 2015, he started a YouTube channel called MaxMaximov. Currently the channel has about 3.12 million subscribers with more than a million daily views. In 2016 he started writing novels that immediately became self-publishing sensations
with about 100,000 downloads per year. Since then, his work has been his YouTube channel and writing new books. He likes to play guitar
and loves hardcore music. Maximov is married, has two children and lives with his family in Moscow.
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